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Madison/Boone Resource & Recreation Action Plan  

Summary of Results: Summer 2022 Public Survey 

The survey was formally open for approximately seven weeks (mid-June to end of July). The survey was 
promoted through the project’s Steering Team and Working Group participants, as well as through postcards 
that were shared (hard copy and a digital version) and community sharing through social media channels. 123 
responses were received for the survey. Background information on respondents is included at the end of 
results, but generally indicate a strong resident response from the Madison and Danville areas (approximately 
60% of respondents), with additional responses from multiple communities across Boone County.  

 

Notes on responses: Two responses received the highest level of support - Expanding youth engagement and 
extracurricular opportunities (selected 64 times)  and Improving public outdoor recreation options (such as 
trails, parks, wildlife viewing areas, canoe/kayak launches, fishing, hunting) (selected 63 times). Substantial 
support was also noted in three additional areas: Expanding support for small businesses and 
entrepreneurship (selected 50 times), Growing an outdoor recreation and natural/cultural resource-based 
economy (selected 44 times), and Addressing blighted properties and advancing redevelopment (selected 44 
times).  

Full titles of potential responses: Addressing blighted properties and advancing redevelopment; Expanding support for 
small business development and entrepreneurship; Expanding education and training options; Expanding youth 
engagement and extracurricular opportunities; Growing an outdoor recreation and natural/cultural resource-based 
economy; Improving public outdoor recreation options (such as trails, parks, wildlife viewing areas, canoe/kayak 
launches, fishing, hunting); Improving community health and wellness; Improving access to healthy food options; 
Protecting natural resources (such as water quality and forest areas); Protecting cultural resources (such as historic sites 
and art); Other.  
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Notes on responses: The highest support was noted for Equipment/infrastructure at existing parks or 
recreation areas (such as playground equipment, basketball courts, fishing gear rental/lending options, or 
trails) (selected 65 times). Substantial support was also noted for Trails for motorized vehicles (ATVs/OHVs) 
and Public parks and public recreation areas (each being selected 53 times). Trails of many types received 
strong support overall. In addition to those already noted, walking trails (selected 37 times) and water-based 
trails (selected 36 times) were well supported, in addition to affiliated activities (such as Canoe/kayak 
launches, Public hunting areas/shooting ranges, and Access to existing parks and trails). 

Full titles of potential responses: Walking trails; Walking trails that are fully ADA compliant; Trails for e-bikes; Trails for 
motorized vehicles (ATVs/OHVs); Water-based trails (designated and mapped); Canoe/kayak launches; Public parks and 
public recreation areas; Public fishing areas; Public hunting areas/shooting ranges; Public archery ranges; Access to 
existing parks and trails (such as parking areas, entrance signs, online information); Equipment/infrastructure at existing 
parks or recreation areas (such as playground equipment, basketball courts, fishing gear rentals/lending options/or 
trails); Other.  
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Notes on responses: Vocational/trades training was strongly supported (selected 87 times), with 
Mentorship/internship/volunteer placement programs receiving strong support as well (selected 56 times). A 
cluster of options also was well supported: K – 12 programs (selected 41 times), Opportunities to gain college 
credit in high school (36), Scholarship support (39 times), and Teacher recruitment and training 37).  

Full titles of potential responses: K – 12 programs; Post K – 12 programs; Opportunities to gain college credit in high 
school; K – 12 after-school academic programs; Transportation options for K – 12 after-school programs; Online options 
(K – 12); Online options (Post K – 12); Vocational/trades training; Mentorship/internship/volunteer placement programs; 
Scholarship support; Teacher recruitment and training; Other.  
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Notes on responses: Career exploration and shadowing programs had the highest level of support (selected 72 
times), with STEM-focused programs and clubs (science, technology, engineering and math) (selected 60 
times), Arts, music and cultural programs and clubs (selected 59 times) and Environmental education and 
activities (such as clean-ups, Hunter Education, Trout in the Classroom) (selected 54 times) also receiving 
strong support.  

Full titles of potential responses: After-school programs for K – 12; Transportation options for K – 12 after-school 
programs; Arts, music and cultural programs and clubs; Athletic-based options (such as team sports or club activities); 
Career exploration and shadowing programs; Engagement with existing non-profits (such as shadowing or volunteering); 
Environmental education and activities (such as cleanups, Hunter Education, Trout in the Classroom); STEM-focused 
programs and clubs (science, technology, engineering, and math): Other.  
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Notes on responses: Not surprisingly, Access to funding and capital received the most support within this 
survey question (selected 71 times). Broadband service, access to high-speed internet (selected 67 times) and 
Training on starting a small business (selected 62 times) closely followed. There was also good support for 
Training on skills such as branding and online marketing (selected 39 times), Rental space for new businesses 
(selected 37 times) and Mentor program (selected 30 times).  

Full titles of potential responses: Training on starting a small business; Training on skills such as branding and online 
marketing; Training on skills such as financial tracking/reporting; Access to funding and capital; Rental space for new 
businesses; Shared industrial space and equipment (shared maker space); Mentor program; Broadband service, access to 
high-speed internet; Other.  
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Notes on responses: Development of events had substantial support (selected 69 times), with strong support 
also being shown for Agricultural-based activities (such as beekeeping, specialty crops, syrup production) 
(selected 45 times), Recreation land trail network – motorized (selected 41 times), and Water trail 
development (such as access points, online information, designated routes) (selected 43 times). Support was 
relatively strong for Arts and culture (such as performances, sharing the history and story of the southern 
coalfields, public art pieces) (selected 34 times), Passive wildlife-associated activities (such as hiking, 
photography and birding) (selected 29 times), Active wildlife-associated activities (such as hunting and fishing) 
(selected 33 times), and Shooting sports (archery and firearms) (selected 33 times).  

Full titles of potential responses: Agricultural-based activities (such as beekeeping, specialty crops, syrup production); 
Arts and culture (such as performances, sharing the history and story of the southern coalfields, public art pieces); Artisan 
or craft career and economy development; Development of events (such as festivals, market days, performances); 
Passive wildlife-associated activities (such as hiking, photography and birding); Active wildlife-associated activities (such 
as hunting and fishing); Shooting sports (archery and firearms); Accessibility-based focus and marketing (such as ADA 
compliant trails and e-bike infrastructure); Recreation land trail network – motorized; Recreation land trail network – 
non-motorized; Water trail development (such as access points, online information, designated routes); Other.  
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Notes on responses: Strongest support is seen for Increased recreation and physical fitness options in the local 
community (selected 67 times) with Expanded substance abuse prevention and treatment programs also 
strongly supported (selected 60 times). Support for Expansion of wellness programs already in place (providing 
content on nutrition, diabetes prevention, stress reduction) (selected 42 times), Expanded focus on creating 
economic opportunity (selected 43 times), and Improved access to healthy food choices (selected 41 times) is 
also notable.  

Full titles of potential responses: Expansion of wellness programs already in place (providing content on nutrition, 
diabetes prevention, stress reduction); Expanded focus on creating economic opportunity; Expanded substance abuse 
prevention and treatment programs; Expanded support and education related to health insurance options; Improved 
access to healthy food choices; Increased health and wellness emphasis in K – 12 school setting; Increased health and 
wellness emphasis and education across all ages; Increased recreation and physical fitness options in the local 
community; Improved access (locations, hours, transportation) to healthcare facilities and specialists; Other.  
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Words and phrases repeated across responses are noted below. 
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Interest in Boone County (multiple selections allowed):  

 

 

Number of Survey Respondents by Zip Code 

 


